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Extracting data from a B2evolution blog

As with MoinMoin, the RSS feed offers us a mechanism for indexing data. In our system we have implemented a

class RSSReader which extracts attributes of documents structured according to RSS 2.0. The feed provides us these

attributes:

title
link
pubDate
category
guid
description - The contents of the post in plain text
content:encoded - The post including formatting and markup
comments - A URL for the comments anchor of the post page

Notably absent is an attribute for obtaining the name of the poster. For the time being we are able to extract the

poster's name from the link field, which is a URL to the post itself containing the poster's name as a component:

however this is not ideal as the representation is subject to change.

Extracting data from a MoinMoin wiki

Once again an RSS feed is provided, with the following attributes:

title
link
date
description
contributor/Description/value
version
status
diff
history

The 'diff' attribute is intended to contain a contextual representation of the changes performed on the page between

two revisions. However, the contents of the 'diff' attribute in the RSS feed are always the diff between the last and

the current revision only. Whether this is a bug or by design is unclear, but if we are to extract diffs between other

revisions there are two choices: modification of the MoinMoin source (which will make changes difficult to migrate to

new versions of the wiki system), or extracting the diff content from the HTML. This approach is not optimal either,

since the representation of the diff page may change between versions of the wiki software. We only implement

baseline functionality by extracting the diff field verbatim (possibly erroneous functionality and all) from the RSS

feed.
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